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When a retired colleague dies of an apparent suicide, exâ€“Secret Service agent Joe Reeder knows

there must be far more to the story. Why did the man leave a desperate message for Reeder

moments before dying? And what could possibly make such a seasoned veteran fear for his

life?FBI Special Agent Patti Rogers has a mystery of her own to solve: sheâ€™s leading a task force

investigating a brutal series of similar but seemingly unconnected murders across the DC area. Are

they serial killings or something even more sinister?Could Reeder and Rogers be tracking down

different facets of the same conspiracy? And how do the continued assassination attempts on a

presidential hopeful figure into an unprecedented attack on the heart of government?The answers

to these questions are uncovered in this riveting sequel to the bestselling Supreme Justice.
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On one hand, it was good to read this immediately after the first book in the series, for the purpose

of continuity. On the other hand though, it might be too much, too soon. I tend to favor my first

statement; most probably because I can't keep still if I know there is a sequel that is accessible to



me.So, Reeder and Rogers were at it again. All well and good, but as I am not an expert, I couldn't

comment on the plausibility of their skills. Thinking on the lines of logic, yes, it's likely that in reality

people with such skills could exist. At the end of the day though, without the story being too absurd

and downright impossible, I forego these observations (on realistic or otherwise) and just focus on

the entertainment value, which this book has a lot of.

I saw the ending coming. I would have liked it more if it was not such a straight line from beginning

to end. The characters were well written however their clothing had more detail. An ok read if your

bored and if you already read the cereal box.

First book I've read by this author and I thoroughly enjoyed it! I'll work on reading a book as I make

my way through the day - a little hear and a little there. Sometimes I'll pick up a book with only a few

minutes to read. This book was hard to put down whenever I started reading it. Good story and

good characters. Highly recommend it to all who enjoy this genre!!

Will read more of Reeder and Rogers. Really like the books. And will read more of the series. Yea

yea

This book was a good read for the first half but fizzled in the final scenes and the wrap up.

Kept me reading to see who all the bad guys were, and there were plenty to deal with. Assassins to

billionaires .

Captivating is perhaps the best way for me to summarize the Reeder and Rogers series if I had to

do that in one word. If I had any issue with this book (or the Reeder and Rogers book I'm currently

reading) it would be this: it's very challenging to get anything else done, including stopping for

meals, as I simply don't want to put the book down. This is a real page-turner full of intrigue and

mystery! Just don't forget to breathe as you become involved with the plot.

I didn't order this! I have tried to contact  numbers of times but its still on my Kindle! I was still

charged for it! And I have no intention of reading it
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